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Whatever the weather, the children love to 

be out in the garden. It is a haven for  

exploration and investigation and a place 

where imaginations can run wild! 

The Outdoor Learning Environment 
We have placed a great emphasis on our outdoor learning area over the past eight 

years and a lot of money has been spent on it’s development. Our children love to be 

outdoors so it is crucial that we provide the same level of opportunities and  

experiences outside as we do inside. 
 

We built an amphitheatre for the children to perform in, encouraging singing,  

dancing and speaking out to others. The children love to dress up and perform on 

stage to their friends. We also created a story telling area. This is set under a  

flowering cherry tree and has a special story-telling seat surrounded by mushroom 

seating. The children love to use this area and love to grab an adult to tell them a 

story too! It is a great area for developing story telling skills and letting the  

imagination go wild. Our sandpit has a construction theme and is covered with shades 

to give protection from the elements. We have recently added a water pump giving 

the children access to water whenever they need it. We have also developed our 

wildlife area into a mini-beast haven for the children to explore. Vegetables patches 

are our most recent addition and we are very lucky to have Bryan, our gardener, on 

hand to help and support the children in the planting and harvesting of our  

vegetables. To promote physical development, we have a pirate ship climbing  

structure which also aids language development. The children love to dress up in 

their Peter Pan costumes whilst enjoying the physical play. Bikes and scooters are 

also very popular with our children and we have a very challenging hill for them to 

master! Another recent addition to our garden are weaving posts which are used to 

hang instruments from, climb on ropes, make dens and hang out the dolls washing. 

We are very proud of our outdoor learning environment which will continue to be  

developed extensively. 


